[Potential prognostic value of angiogenesis, cell proliferation and metastasing in patients with surgically treated gastric cancer--current knowledge].
Gastric cancer is nowadays one of the most severe human malignant tumours. Surgeons and oncologists often encounter in their clinical practice the course of disease that cannot be fully accounted for by commonly used classical histo-clinical prognostic parameters. Gastric tumours of similar size, similar progression stage and similarly treated may develop along significantly different courses, the phenomenon that seems to depend on as yet not fully recognized biological factors. Preliminary observations from different centers concerning the role of new molecular parameters having potential influence on prognosis in gastric cancer are often contradictory. This study based on bibliography and own observations presents current data connected with potential prognostic value of angiogenesis, proliferation and metastasing in patients with surgically treated gastric cancer. It is very possible that in the future the evaluation of these molecular parameters will find its place in clinical practice for determination of more precise prognosis and improving distant results of combined treatment in gastric cancer patients.